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 Ergonomic 290.250 DGA Ergonomic 290.250 DGA – Accessories

Unattended saw design

Flexibility is guaranteed

System solution for trouble-free material flow

Transport

The separated material is transported to 
the band saw feeding area by means of 
the incorporated, driven roller conveyor.

Alignment

After loading, the material is aligned with 
the axis of the vices by means of the 
pneumatic thrust device.

Connection concept

The saw exit ramp can be tilted 
upwards and used as connection to the 
roller conveyor on the exit side.

Thanks to the simple and anytime additionally installable SLE feeding 
hopper the doublesidedly swivelling saw for angular cutting can be 
considered to be unattended production unit with higher productivity.  
The feeding hopper is available for bar lengths 3 m and 6 m. 

The Ergonomic 290.250 DGANC band saw is by default delivered 
with unrivally complete equipment. Thanks to the intelligent optional 
equipment and accessories the machine can be precisely tailored to 
individual needs.

Thanks to the flexible design, the feeding hopper can be completed individually with 
access to loading, in front of the saw or behind it, depending on local conditions 
and ergonomic point of view.

The M handling system offers wide program of roller conveyors and accessories for 
the Ergonomic 290.250 DGANC machines. The material entry and exit sides of the 
saw can be equipped individually with the roller conveyors, pre-treating tables and 
vertical rollers.

Band saw Roll conveyor Roll conveyor

Ergonomic 290.250 DGA System M 330 2000 mm, 3000 mm

Inteligent option for Customization

Micro-Spray-System

A fine film of spray lubricant is spread 
from both sides onto the tooth tips, 
and onto the saw band clasps for 
better lubrication.

LaserLiner

The laser projects the exact path of 
the saw band on the material.

Tenzomat

A precise measuring tool for 
monitoring the saw band tension when 
applying new saw bands.

Connection parts

Suitable connection parts are available 
for the roll conveyor system of each 
machine version.

Band path monitor

The saw cut is permanently monitored, 
and signal is given if a programmable 
tolerance has been exceded.

Work light

Halogen work light for bright working 
area. The light is mounted on flexible 
arm and can be adjusted individually.

Remote maintenance system

Over an Internet connection, status 
and error messages are transmitted to 
the factory and decrease downtime.

Clamping pressure regulation

A regulation screw is used to adjust 
the clamping pressure, and the 
maximum clamping force is shown on 
a manometer.

The superstructure with access to 
loading behind the saw.

The superstructure with access to 
loading in front of the saw

Door module

Door module
Security grilles
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Safety system

A complex safety system for a fully automatic double mitring saw in compliance with 
valid EU machinery Directives.

 � Grids of various widths and 
1,600 or 2,000 mm height.

 � Doors in various widths made as 
swinging, sliding or double-wing.

 � Maintenance units with an off-
-take hook and electronic lock

 � Laser light lock systems to 
extensive safety

 � Several safety sections possible!

Personnel are them most valuable part of every business and must be 
protected in compliance with current safety criteria. The SECURFLUX 
safety system allows every device to be secured individually, depending 
on the environment and requirements. 



  Ergonomic 290.250 DGA

Automation by means of Speed

Control technology for the future Intelligent Expansion

Program-controled double-sided angular cutting, left 45°, right 60° Innovation in details

Solid machine structure
 � The sturdy saw frame absorbing 
vibrations is made of grey cast iron

 � The two-stage gearbox in oil bath 
embedded right in the saw frame

 � Precise guidance of the saw band 
ensured by means of the hard-metal 
plates and guide rollers

 � Electronic control of saw band tensioning 
and breaking.

 � Continuously adjustable saw band speed 
of 20–120 m/min. can be set via the 
frequency converter located right on the 
control panel

Overview of technical data

Ergonomic 290.250 DGA 0° 230 mm 200×300 mm 230 mm

right 45° 195 mm 100×130 mm 195 mm

right 60° 135 mm 95×130 mm 95 mm

left 45° 200 mm 130×190 mm 155 mm

Saw band size 2910×27×0,9 mm

Saw band drive 1,5 kW

Saw band speed 20–120 m/min

Saw weight 1500 kg

 � The complete cooling system with liquid supply over both 
guideways of the saw band

 � The stable machine base resistant to torsion with the incorporated 
pan for cooling liquid and the chip box on exit

 � The complete machine covering ensuring max. possible safety on 
workplace and clean working environment

 � Wide possibilities of machine extension by means of the optional 
equipment, accessories and handling systems, on both the entry 
side and the exit side.

The fully automatic double-sidedly 
swivelling saw of the Ergonomic series 
is the example of absolutely unique 
automation within field of small up to middle 
material sizes thanks to the up-to-date 
control technology, the quick feeding unit 
and the standard entire covering of the 
machine.

Well-arranged and user-friendly, without limitation of function scope – these are 
the attributes of the control unit used with the Ergonomic 290.250 DGANC series 
automatic saws.

The innovative control concepts, which ensure primarily unambiguous communication 
with the operating personnel and the shortest training time,  originated in close 
cooperation with the well-known control electronics manufacturers.

The Ergonomic 290.250 DGANC automatic machines for angular cutting 
are by default delivered with unrivally complete equipment. Thanks to 
the intelligent optional equipment and accessories the machine can be 
precisely tailored to individual needs.

The control unit is equipped with a large display and ensures short time of training thanks to the descriptive 
and dialogue-based layout.

Repetitive information on individual parts can be stored in the machine control unit and loaded when needed. 
Up to 60 programs, 25 sentences each, can be stored in the control unit. Each program sentence always 
comprises number of pieces, piece length and angles on each side of a piece.

In addition, the control system of the Ergonomic double-sidedly swivelling automatic machines for angular 
cutting offers optional equipment for optimization of pieces to reduce material consumption as low as possible.

By request of the customer, the applied control unit can 
be connected via internet to the factory service unit. Error 
messages and failures are evaluated immediately so that 

possible shutdowns are significantly minimized

Well-arranged and user-friendly, without limitation of function scope – these are the 
attributes of the control unit used with the Ergonomic 290.250 DGANC double-sidedly 

swivelling automatic machine for angular cutting.

The innovative control concepts, which ensure primarily unambiguous communication 
with the operating personnel and the shortest training time, originated in close 

cooperation with the well-known control electronics manufacturers.

The equipment of this saw offers wide range of detailed 
innovations. In addition to highquality components, these 
concepts used in practice also increase performance and 
service lifetime of the machine and the saw band. Simple 

operation, shot cycle times and high cutting capacity are the 
basic presumptions of each individual concept.

Rapid setup

Long guideways integrated in the saw  
rame and robust attachment serve for 
movement of the adjustable guide rail.

Cutting feed is set individually at the 
control panel. Cutting pressure is set on 
the guiding cube.

Angular cutting without wear

Material clamping surface of the saw 
is the round table that rotates together 
with the saw arm during angular cutting. 
The cutting groove in the round table 
always follows the saw band and avoids 
cut-through of the clamping surface.

Angle plate 90°

The automatic, hydraulically driven 
vice moves to the cut opposite side 
during angular cutting. The design 
enables clamping the material always 
at the angle of 90° to the back 
clamping surface.

Example of cutting

Thanks to continuous double-sided angular cutting, up to 45° left and up to 
60° right, even complicated cuts can be performed with high accuracy and 
time saving. Programming proceeds in well-arranged steps and the user is well 
informed about it thanks to graphic display of single phases.

Device for cutting in layers

The device for cutting in layers enables to cut several bars even 
during angular cutting. There are special vertical clamping units 
combined with the guide rollers mounted on the feeder and the 
vice. Setup of the device for cutting in layers is rapid and simple 
thanks to the flexible design.

Low wear

Notched, hardened rails of the feeder 
provide optimum material clamping 
and ensure low wear.

Through

The pull-through roller conveyor 
ensures mild transportation of material 
all over feeding length as far as the 
clamping table.

Height detector

Determination of material height by 
means of the detector enables run 
of the saw frame closely above the 
material and ensures short cycle  
time as well.

Saw band guidance

The saw band is guided by means of 
precise, ground hard-metal plates and 
wear-resistant guide rollers.

Compact lifting cylinder

The vice and the feeder are fitted  
with the high-sized hydraulic  
lifting cylinders.

Service lifetime

The vice in the clamping device and 
also in the direction of transverse 
feed is embedded without play on 
pre-tensioned linear guideways.

ADFR The highest precision. Faster cut. Less wear.

The ADFR system regulates the interplay of the cutting pressure and the cutting feed automatically in 
real time. A sensor gives the current load on the saw band and regulates the cutting feed according to 
the shape of the material. For larger cross cuts to the material, the cutting channel lengthens and the 
saw band’s load increases. If the cutting feed in these ranges is not automatically adjusted, the saw 
band’s life drastically decreases or the cutting time significantly drops due to a lower feed.
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